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Abstract : To store and share data between data producers (data owners) and data
consumers (data consumers), cloud computing has emerged as a new paradigm. The
paradigm shift presented here helps the data's owner save money on storage and
upkeep. However, many security risks arise when the data owner no longer has
physical access to or possession of the data. For this reason, having a cloud-based
data-integrity-checking auditing service is crucial. Confirming who is in possession
of data while keeping it secret is a growing concern. This work proposes a secure
and efficient provable data possession system that protects users' privacy. We also
add multi-ownership, data-driven verification, and batch processing to the list of
things SEPDP can do. The auditor's ability to confirm data possession with minimal
computational effort is the scheme's best feature.
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incapacity, it can mislead about
information
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and

debasement. Check the ownership
of distributed storage information.

data storage due to its low startup

Traditional

costs, low maintenance costs, and

solutions for data trustworthiness

universal access to data regardless

either need a local copy of the

of location or device. Despite cost

data (which data users (DUs)

savings, availability, simplicity of
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use, adjusting, and sharing, it
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costs. To overcome this issue,

requests from DUs. This saves

several proposals use square less

CSP and TPA computation and

confirmation

evaluate

correspondence costs. Plans use

without

blending-based

to

trustworthiness

cryptographic

These

activities, which need extra time.

verifier

We offer a safe and efficient

confirm, which is desirable. DUs

information ownership protection

can plan the assessing process

scheme (SEPDP).

downloading
works

all

let

the

data.
open

with open review v. (TPA). It can
convince CSP and DU. These
proposals use proven information
ownership (PDP) to guarantee
ownership

of

information

in

unconfidential distributed storage
by randomly confirming a few
squares.
Recently, proposals have been
made to allow TPA to verify
cloud data's accuracy. Each plan
has pros and cons. TPA shouldn't
use the cloud server's response
when inspecting. The plans in
don't save lives. The processes
provided

in

don't

information
requirement,

meet

the

elements
which

allows

SEPDP helps information owners,
group reviewing, and dynamic
information

duties.

A

probabilistic analysis of CSP's
squares.

We

compared

the

proposed plan's exhibit to wellknown systems.
The suggested plan's all-out check
time is less than the present
plan's. This means SEPDP can
effectively

test

low-controlled

devices. This paper's rest follows.
Clarified elements prerequisites.
2.LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1)

FEACS: A Flexible and

Efficient

Access

Control

Scheme for Cloud Computing

information owners to embed,
modify, and delete data without

AUTHORS: Y. Zhang, J. Chen,

changing the meta-information of

R. Du, L. Deng, Y. Xiang, and Q.

other blocks. Then, plans like

Zhount.

couldn't meet clump checking
requirement ensure that TPA can
handle several concurrent check
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security

challenges

present the AES algorithm, the

because users must trust cloud

most

servers with private data. We

encryption method, to the general

propose a Flexible and Efficient

public. The main goal of this

Access Control Scheme (FEACS)

innovation

based

connection between the AES-

on

Attribute-Based

widely used

is

to

symmetric

create

a

Encryption to protect cloud data

based

privacy and integrity. FEACS has

developing and the one-of-a-kind

these advantages over state-of-

secret keys generated by our

the-art: FEACS's ability to handle

quantum key distribution system..

dynamic membership is important
in a cloud environment where

S-Boxes

we've

been

3.PROPOSED SYSTEM

user roles frequently change. It's

Distributed computing is a rapidly

logical, too..

developing

2.2)

Innovative

method

for

enhancing key generation and
management

in

the

AES-

algorithm

paradigm

for

trustworthy

and

providing

a

versatile

basis

on

which

information owners (clients) can
store their data and information
consumers (users) can access the

J.

data from remote servers. As a

Mohammad, S. Abbas, E. M. El-

result of this perspective, the

Horbaty, and A. M.Salem

information's

AUTHORS:

O.

K.

Information security has become
paramount in the realm of data
storage and transfer as a result of
the exponential growth of data
exchange

in

network

environments and the increasing
sophistication of attackers. As a
result, cryptographic encryption

capacity

and

maintenance costs will decrease.
In addition, we broaden SEPDP to
support multiple owners, data
pieces, and group audits. The
reviewer can easily verify data
ownership

with

minimal

computational effort when using
this strategy.

techniques are needed to ensure

3.1 IMPLEMENTATION

the data's privacy, authenticity,

After the planning phase, the

and integrity. In this paper, we
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implementation phase, where the

reduce demand on the available

theoretical design is made into a

transmission capacity.

functioning system. As such, it is

Those who aren't affiliated with

the

most

important

step

in

developing a new system and
inspiring user faith that it will be
reliable and useful. Planning,
investigating the current system
and its limits on implementation,
devising techniques to achieve
changeover,

and

evaluating

changeover methods are all part
of the implementation stage.
Privacy-Related

Verification

Certification
Verification via the Square-LessTest

DU

should

be

able

to

independently and properly verify
the integrity of data stored in CSP
without needing to retrieve the
entire set of data that has been
dispersed.
Capacity to not produce anything
is

guaranteed

if

it

is

computationally impossible for
CSP to generate a reaction during
the review phase.
When conducting a group audit,
the

TPA

must

be

able

to

efficiently handle the high volume

the ability to conduct a "Open

of check requests coming in from

Audit,"

Un-

multiple DUs. This part reduces

Auditing,"

the TPA computation cost and the

"Assurance

produce,"

"Group

"Information

for

Dynamics,"

and

"Open Audit."

fraction of transmission capacity
not used by CSP and TPA.

MODULE DESCRIPTION:
Certificate of Privacy Protection:
Protecting: TPA fails to infer mi
from CSP's response(s).
Examiner can quickly and easily
verify the validity of all perfect
squares by only checking a single
square (straight mix of every one
of those squares). The goal is to
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Fig 1:Architecture
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4.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig 1:Home Page

Fig 2:In the above screen we can see cloud actions
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Fig 4:in the above screen we can see user is sending request to cloud

Fig 4:in the above screen we can see owner accepted request which was sent by
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user

Fig 5:In the above screen we can see decrypted data by providing valid keys
the response without first storing
the

5.CONCLUSION

necessary

proposed

blocks.

scheme's

The

strongest

For untrusted and outsourced

points are its support for a wide

storage

project

variety of useful features with low

data

computational overhead, such as

systems,

introduces

a

possession
SEPDP)

this

provable
scheme

that

(called

protects

users'

privacy. Additionally, SEPDP is
improved by adding support for
batch auditing and real-time data

blockless

verification,

preservation, batch auditing, and
data dynamics.
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